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Artist Statement
My childhood adventures developed my creativity, which is the foundation for my
artistic expression through dance. I have come to believe what Albert Einstein once said,
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” When I was six years old, I spent a lot
of time exploring my backyard. Looking back at my adventures, I realize this exploration
was how I expressed my imagination. The beauty and peace of nature provided a quiet,
reflective time where my inspiration could flourish. Nature always supported me. My
childhood play and fantasy are still alive but now in the form of dance performances and
choreography.
Each dance I choreograph is formed from a specific inspiration, just like my
youthful outdoor explorations. Through the process of choreographing, I have learned
that the simpler and more concentrated the concept of a choreographed dance, the
more powerful and meaningful the piece will be for viewers. There is no need to glitz a
work of art with anything unnecessary or over-the-top. As Brenda Daniels, one of
my former high school dance teachers at the University of North Carolina School of the
Arts, once said to me, “Why would you want to gild a lily when the lily is already
beautiful by itself?”
Art is serious play that allows me to express myself on a deeper level. Insightful
choreography is the method through which I seek to reach audience members’ spirits.
Choreography tends to be healing for me personally, but I want audience members to
make their own meaning of my work. My ultimate goal is for viewers to ask questions
about their life or society and to have some connection or personal reflection on the work.

xi

Background
As the youngest of four children, I primarily learned by observing my siblings and
their experiences. I quickly knew that we were all quite different from each other. How
can I be born from the same womb as my sister and yet be polar opposites in how we
think and act? What makes us so different in the way we think and move? What causes
and develops our cognitive, behavioral, and motor skills to make us who we are? Do our
birth mother’s experiences directly impact us as fetuses neurologically, emotionally, and
behaviorally? Is it something that is inherited through our DNA? Or is it more
environmental and learned from external factors? Or is it a combination?
I had a speech delay as a child, which made movement my first language. Since
attending a few psychology courses in college, I became especially interested in how the
human brain functions with movement. As Merce Cunningham has said, “the continued
control of the mind over the body’s actions, the constant hoped-for flow of the spirit into
physical movement, both new and renewed, is not a natural way. It is unnatural in its
demands on all the sources of energy. But the final synthesis can be a natural result,
natural in the sense that the mind, body, and spirit function as one.”1 Dance has a
multitude of ways of enhancing our health—physically, emotionally, cognitively, and
socially. I am dedicated to researching how physical movement can help improve,
develop, restore, and reorganize the nervous system.

1

Merce Cunningham, Merce Cunningham: Fifty Years, ed. David Vaughan (New York, NY:
Aperture, 1997), 60.
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Introduction
Throughout my adult life, I have been fascinated by the embodied experience of
pregnancy. More specifically, I am interested in the developmental movement patterns of
the human embryo, fetus, and newborn’s first year of life. For this thesis, I will be
exploring the multiplicity of movement patterns during pregnancy, starting at
fertilization, through germinal, embryonic, fetal, and newborn stages in relation to the
mother’s movements.
I have been comparing and contrasting these movement patterns for my research.
I have discovered that many of them are similar. These movement patterns simulate
neurodevelopmental patterns, which help wire the central nervous system in early
childhood. These movements also help to lay the foundation for sensory-motor
development and life-long learning.2
Prior to my creative process, I typically start with research to deeply know the
topic of interest and the purpose of the work. My research is essential to the theoretical
framework of my creative and abstract work. It is through research that I am able to gain
contextual knowledge and inspiration and ensure the artwork will resonate with viewers.
Below are some of my initial research questions.
1. Can revisiting neurodevelopmental patterns, such as crawling, help restore
or prevent the development of neurological disorders?
2. Can some learning disabilities, memory problems, behavioral disorders,
sleep disorders, and other disruptive difficulties be due to a gap in a baby’s
early developmental movement patterns?
2

Anne Green Gilbert and Bronwen Houck, Brain-Compatible Dance Education (Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics, 2019).
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3. How crucial are the development of movement patterns within the womb
and the first year of life as an infant?
4. If an infant skips the crawling stage and walks right away, will that affect
the child cognitively?
Any one of these questions could be a thesis by itself. Part of my thesis process
has been about exploring, then focusing on what is known and what is connected to my
immediate experience of pregnancy. My original research sought to see if a gap within
fundamental movement patterns would cause cognitive and neurological disorders.
However, I only found evidence proving that specific movement patterns help prevent the
development of certain neurological disorders.
In general, research into the connection between dance and neuroscience has
been limited by the fact that all advanced brain imaging technology, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)3 or a positron emission tomography (PET) scan,4 requires the
human body to be still while capturing an image. However, some studies have used fMRI
to show the neural bases of motor influences of those observing dance. An fMRI is an
updated version of an MRI. Both machines scan for brain disorders within the structure
of the brain. However, an fMRI also scans for the function and activity levels of the
brain, while an MRI only determines the brain’s anatomical structure.
One example of a study using fMRI is from 2006, conducted by Calvo-Merino
Beatriz et al. Specialized circuits in the human brain allow us to observe and comprehend
actions. Calvo-Merino Beatriz et al. experiment provided evidence that observing an

3

Magnetic Resonance Imaging: a noninvasive diagnostic procedure employing an MR scanner to
obtain detailed sectional images of the internal structure of the body.
4
Positron Emission Tomography Scan: a medical test that can produce an image of the brain or of
another part of a person’s body.
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action evokes a purely motor representation, which cannot be explained by general visual
inference and knowledge processes. The authors used fMRI to reveal that “motor-related
areas of the brain simulate the commands for observed actions. These areas include the
parietal, premotor, and cerebellar cortices.”5 This study also provided evidence that the
cerebellum is part of the action-observation network. In previous studies, there was no
distinction as to whether these brain areas contained an accurate motor representation or
simply general information about the observed action. fMRI machines can facilitate
research based on how we learn and perceive physical movement. However, an fMRI is
more costly than an MRI, resulting in a lack of research on physical movement in
relationship to the brain.
There are other studies that have researched dance and the brain without any
imaging scans, by observing people over a longer period of time. In a 2003
epidemiological study conducted by Joe Verghese et al., researchers observed 469
subjects who were older than 75 years old, over the course of 5.1 years to explore the
relation between dementia and leisure activities. The researchers found a reduced risk of
dementia with activities such as dancing, reading, playing musical instruments, and
playing board games, among other leisure activities. There was “a one-point increment in
the cognitive-activity score was significantly associated with a reduced risk of dementia
(hazard ratio, 0.93 [95 percent confidence interval, 0.90 to 0.97]), but a one-point
increment in the physical-activity score was not (hazard ratio, 1.00).”6 However, out of

5
Beatriz Calvo-Merino et al., “Seeing or Doing? Influence of Visual and Motor Familiarity in
Action Observation,” Current Biology 16, no. 19 (2006): 1905-1910,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2006.07.065.
6
Joe Verghese et al., “Leisure Activities and the Risk of Dementia in the Elderly,” New England
Journal of Medicine 348, no. 25 (2003): 2508-2516, https://doi.org/10.1056/nejmoa022252.
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all the physical activities tested, dance was the only physical activity that was associated
with a reduced risk of dementia. Therefore, people who danced throughout their lifetime
were less likely to be diagnosed with dementia or experience age-related cognitive
decline. This study emphasizes that dance can be used for prophylactic benefits toward
cognitive and neurological disorders such as dementia and Parkinson’s disease.
Dance is increasingly used as therapy for various clinical groups, ranging from
developmental disorders such as Down syndrome7 to neurological disorders such as
schizophrenia8 and mood disorders like depression,9 neuromotor disorders like
Parkinson’s disease,10 to dementia prevention and management.11 There is a need for
more research to be conducted in this field because some learning disabilities, memory
problems, behavioral disorders, sleep disorders, and other disruptive difficulties could
result from a gap in a person’s early developmental movement patterns. I firmly believe
that to better understand how dance can enhance our neurological health or prevent
disorders from developing later in life, we must investigate the movement patterns from
our early stages of life. I also believe that fundamental movement patterns can be
7

Nicole Reinders, Pamela J. Bryden, and Paula C. Fletcher, “Dancing with Down Syndrome: a
phenomenological case study,” Research in Dance Education 16, no. 3 (2015): 291-307,
https://doi.org/10.1080/14647893.2015.1036018.
8
Lily A. Martin et al., “Overcoming Disembodiment: The Effect of Movement Therapy on
Negative Symptoms in Schizophrenia—a Multicenter Randomized Controlled Trial,” Frontiers in
Psychology 7 (2016), https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2016.00483.
9
Bonnie Meekums, Vicky Karkou, and E Andrea Nelson, “Dance Movement Therapy for
Depression,” Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 2012,
https://doi.org/10.1002/14651858.cd009895.
10
M.E. McNeely, R.P. Duncan, and G.M. Earhart, “Impacts of Dance on Non-Motor Symptoms,
Participation, and Quality of Life in Parkinson Disease and Healthy Older Adults,” Maturitas 82, no. 4
(2015): 336-341, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.maturitas.2015.08.002.
11
Soledad Ballesteros et al., “Maintaining Older Brain Functionality: A Targeted Review,”
Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews 55 (2015): 453-477,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2015.06.008; Dina Adam, Ayiesah Ramli, and Suzana Shahar,
“Effectiveness of a Combined Dance and Relaxation Intervention on Reducing Anxiety and Depression and
Improving Quality of Life among the Cognitively Impaired Elderly,” Sultan Qaboos University Medical
Journal 16, no. 1 (February 2016), https://doi.org/10.18295/squmj.2016.16.01.009.
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physically practiced at any age to improve, develop, restore, and reorganize the
neurological system.
Traditional medicine and psychotherapy often rely on psychiatric medications to
address learning disabilities. A part of my thesis journey is researching other nontraditional resources, such as movements that may be instrumental as alternative
interventions. However, not all of my research will line up into one neat mathematical
equation with a single final answer. Until there is further development in technology and
more scholarly studies on dance and the brain, not all of my research questions will be
answered. Nor will all of my questions be answerable. This thesis aims not to prove these
theories or answer scientific questions but rather to encourage further research.
Science and dance are both methods of inquiry and dance is my way in. My thesis
compares and contrasts movement patterns within the womb and during the first year of
life outside of the womb. This thesis also shares my findings with my personal movement
experience of being pregnant and how it became a performance.

6

Pregnancy Duet
Motherhood is something that I have wanted for a long time. As my husband is
currently stationed in Fort Worth, Texas, for the Navy, we have been doing long distance
while I earn my Master’s of Fine Arts and Dance at Hollins University. Over spring
break, 2022, he flew to visit me and during his visit, we decided to try and conceive for
the first time. I have heard from many people that it is not necessarily easy to get
pregnant on your first try, but it is possible—I did not have high expectations, nor did I
want to put that pressure on us when we rarely get to see each other. Fortunately, I can
say that I am one of those who got pregnant in their first month of trying. I am incredibly
grateful, so much so that it is almost too good to be true.
Since then, my mantra has been that I am constantly dancing a duet. What I am
about to say may seem contradictory: I feel physically and mentally strong yet drained
from the inside due to sharing my nutrients, which is not typical for a performative dance
duet. For my creative manifestation, I have created a group dance of five dancers inspired
by scholarly research in alignment with my pregnancy duet.
Duets remind me of two of my core principles within dance and life: negotiation
and trust. Negotiation and trust are crucial to building a relationship with a dance partner.
Although I feel that I am solely negotiating with my dance partner for the next few
months, I know the baby must also negotiate on some aspects. For instance, the baby
does not have control over my body orientation or location. Wherever I go, the baby must
go. If I roll on the floor, the baby rolls with me. I have to negotiate as well. Alcohol and
certain foods have been negotiated on my end, but what movements will have to be
negotiated? Or what movements are most beneficial to the baby and me? I am learning

7

slowly but surely what works and what does not work. I have discovered that arching my
back sometimes results in a sudden zing in my womb, which is a common pregnancy
sensation called round ligament pain. For another example, towards the end of my second
trimester, I will not be able to lay on my back unless it is briefly. Sleeping or lying on
your back puts pressure on the main blood vessels that supply the uterus, which in turn
reduces blood flow and oxygen to the baby. In addition to modifying movements in the
next few months, I am sure that I will have to add specific exercises to my daily
movement practice. My exploration and movement research has fueled the movement
material for my thesis performance.
Trust is also essential with a dance partner. We must trust that they will catch us
when we fall, lift or support us when we jump, and that they will know the material. With
trust, there is also dependability, accountability, and integrity. I trust that the end product
or performance will go well with any dance partner as long as we put in the effort, care,
and time. Overall, we must trust the process to get to the product or showcase, no matter
how complex or time-consuming the process might be. I feel the same way with my
pregnancy—since I am putting in the effort, care, and time, I trust that no matter how this
complicated process and my practices will be, the baby and I will be fine during the next
few months.
Within my dancing pregnancy duet exploration, I have trusted that specific
movements will be fine for the baby. For example, when I jump, the baby jumps; when I
land, the baby lands; when I turn, the baby turns. Now there are other movements that the
baby is not doing. For example, when I do a dévelopé, the baby does not. Overall, spatial
patterns and movement timing seem to be the most shared movements, whether on the

8

floor or in the air. A part of me wishes I could see what is happening on the inside. My
thesis performance abstractly represents my pregnancy duet while showing elements of
trust and negotiation throughout the work.

9

Cellular Embodiment
The research on the fundamental development of movement patterns from a
cellular, fetal, and infant stage of life has informed the development of my movement and
choreographic process. Rehearsals began after much research and imagination sketches.
Before entering the studio, I developed improvisational scores incorporating movement
concepts from the BrainDance and Body-Mind Centering. The BrainDance uses exercises
based on the fundamental developmental movement patterns during an infant’s first year
of life, which I will discuss later in my thesis.12
Developed by Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen, Body-Mind Centering is an embodied
and integrated approach to movement through the body-mind relationship and
developmental re-patterning.13 Body-Mind Centering explores “the relationship between
the smallest level of activity within the body and the largest movement of the body—
aligning the inner cellular movement with the external expression of movement through
space.”14 Being a dancer, I wonder how a somatic practice, such as Body-Mind
Centering, and dance performance by the mother may contribute to the movements
happening in the womb.
Improvisational exercises are utilized throughout the work of Body-Mind
Centering, which encourages self-discovery, openness, and transformation through
embodiment. Embodiment is being and having awareness, not doing nor thinking.
Through embodiment, everyone has their own experience and freedom of choice. The

12
Anne Green Gilbert, Creative Dance for All Ages: A Conceptual Approach (Champaign, IL:
Human Kinetics, 2015).
13
Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen, Sensing, Feeling and Action: The Experiential Anatomy of BodyMind Centering, 3rd ed. (Northampton, MA: Contact Editions, 2012).
14
Bainbridge Cohen, Sensing, Feeling and Action, 1.
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improvisational exercises from Body-Mind Centering are also not about doing the
moves—it is about becoming and allowing yourself to let go in order to experience and
explore movement from a cellular level to a much larger scale.
Embodiment is the fabric from which we embed ourselves within memories and
movement histories. The human body holds conscious and unconscious experiences that
are then expressed through movement. We might be able to choose what is essential and
valuable to us. Then, if we so desire, we choose to share our embodied practice with
others. The practice of embodiment is unique for each person.
Embodiment is also related to empathy. Understanding and sensing someone
else’s feelings and thoughts requires embodiment. Research indicates that mirror
neurons15 play a major role in embodiment. Mirror neurons track communication through
nonverbal body language.16 Mirror neurons also enable babies to learn relevant survival
information and social skills through their sense of sight.17 As babies watch others’
interactions, their mirror neurons trigger the same neurons to fire as if they were doing
the behavior. Several researchers have linked the activity of mirror neurons to the
development of empathy in human beings. For instance, researcher Cynthia Berrol stated
that the actions and intentions of others could be better understood because of the transmodal nature of the mirror neuron system.18 Mirror neurons allow us to understand each

15

Mirror neurons: a type of brain cell that respond equally when we perform an action and when
we witness someone else perform the same action.
16
Kalila B. Homann, “Embodied Concepts of Neurobiology in Dance/Movement Therapy
Practice,” American Journal of Dance Therapy 32, no. 2 (2010): 80-99, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10465010-9099-6.
17
“How Language Develops,” Pregnancy to Parenting Australia, accessed May 1, 2022,
https://www.pregnancyparenting.org.au/parenting/how-language-develops.
18
Cynthia Berrol, “Reflections on Dance/Movement Therapy and Interpersonal Neurobiology:
The First 50 Years,” American Journal of Dance Therapy 38, no. 2 (2016): 303-310,
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10465-016-9227-z.
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other’s intentions better. Therefore, intentions, emotions, and memory are integrated
through sensory processing.
In my creative manifestation, a duet was performed within a large body sock,
where the dancers mirrored each other’s movement, embodying mirror neurons.
Simultaneously, there was a dancer outside of the body sock, responding to the duet.
Viewing the dance inside the body sock as one entity, the audience saw a duet between
the dancers inside and outside of the womb-like body sock. Throughout my creative
manifestation of movement, the dancers abstractly embodied my pregnancy duet. My
ultimate goal was to activate viewers’ mirror neurons when watching the performers
create a visceral experience.

Figure 1.1. Dress Rehearsal, June 8, 2022, Photograph.
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Figure 1.2. Dress Rehearsal, June 8, 2022, Photograph.

Embodiment forms connections between movements, feelings, postures, breathing
patterns, and imagination, creating meaning behind movement and emotions.
Embodiment also forms connections between ourselves and others. There are multiple
layers and forms of embodiment. Overall, the practice of embodiment can be complex,
and it is much easier said than done.

13

Fertilization and the Germinal Stage
It can be beautiful to think about the intimate movements and acts that brought us
into this world. According to Medical News Today, in 2019, “the average [human] sperm
count is usually between 40 million and 300 million sperm per milliliter (ml)... Males
typically ejaculate 2–5 ml of semen.”19 That means there are, on average, 80 million to
1.5 billion sperm trying to swim towards the fertilization site. Also, a study from 2020
discovered that the egg chooses between all of the sperms swimming toward it.20 Not
only is that one sperm that fertilizes the egg special due to the amount of sperm
competition, but the egg also chooses that sperm. This makes me think about how
freedom of choice also occurs cellularly.
How can we remember when we were an egg and sperm? As author Alice Adams
writes, “Efforts in psychology to remember the womb, or, in obstetrics, to imagine how it
feels to be a fetus suggest the urgency of the desire to reclaim that essential fragment of
personal history.”21 The mother and fetus are physically, neurologically, and emotionally
connected; the connection is also genetic. The term epigenetics defines the action of
maternal to fetal cell transfer, specifically, how the pregnant woman’s behavior,
experiences, and environment influence the character of her fetus’ cells.22 The body-mind
condition of a pregnant woman impacts the fetus directly. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention states, “Unlike genetic changes, epigenetic changes…change how

19

Rachel Nall, “Normal Sperm Count: A Guide to Semen Analysis,” Medical News Today
(MediLexicon International, March 28, 2019), https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324821.
20
John L. Fitzpatrick et al., “Chemical Signals from Eggs Facilitate Cryptic Female Choice in
Humans,” Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 287, no. 1928 (October 2020): p.
20200805, https://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2020.0805.
21
Alice E. Adams, Reproducing the Womb: Images of Childbirth in Science, Feminist Theory and
Literature (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1994), 8.
22
“What Is Epigenetics?,” Genomics & Precision Health, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, August 3, 2020, https://www.cdc.gov/genomics/disease/epigenetics.htm.
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your body reads a DNA sequence.”23 Some of these impacts from the pregnant mother
can put the child at higher risk of getting certain diseases. For example, those in their
mother’s womb, during the Dutch famine (1944-1945), were more likely to develop
certain diseases such as type 2 diabetes, schizophrenia, and heart disease in their
adulthood.24 Through the practice of Body-Mind Centering, I believe that we can
remember when we were an egg or fetus through our subconscious, but how do we
explore our subconscious memory?
Through a meditated exploration, I tried to remember what it was like to be inside
the womb from movements to textures, temperatures, limited space, and lighting. I also
tried to imagine what a baby hears within the womb. Hence my sound score for the
second half of the dance: muffled sounds from outside of the womb, like a person talking,
gurgling stomach sounds, my heartbeat, and my baby’s heartbeat. Although for the
fertilization and germinal stage of my work, I also used the sound of wind, which I will
discuss later.
I tried to imagine embodying the germinal stage. This was the most difficult
movement challenge in my process. Within one week of conception, the zygote divides
and multiplies, starting as a single cell, diving into two cells, four cells, eight cells, and so
on. Although my body is not able to split in half, I imagined what it would feel like to
divide and multiply. I imagined the pain going two different ways, like quickly ripping
off a Band-Aid or slowly ripping off a Band-Aid. The more difficult part of this practice

23

“What Is Epigenetics?.”
Tessa J. Roseboom, “Epidemiological Evidence for the Developmental Origins of Health and
Disease: Effects of Prenatal Undernutrition in Humans,” Journal of Endocrinology 242, no. 1 (2019),
https://doi.org/10.1530/joe-18-0683, T135-T144.
24
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was creatively manifesting this image on the stage. When all of the dancers were on stage
inside of the oversized body sock, we were slowly pulling away from each other, like
dividing, while the entire body sock rolled across the stage. Overall, this was a fun yet
challenging movement manifestation. Negotiation and trust were also built between the
dancers throughout this process.
Below is an illustration of fertilization to implantation over eight to nine days.

Figure 1.3. Human Fertilization, LibreTexts,
https://bio.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Human_Biology/Book%3A_Human_Biology_%28Wakim_and_Gre
wal%29/23%3A_Human_Growth_and_Development/23.2%3A_Germinal_Stage.

At the beginning of my performance work, there were five dancers slowly
walking with an inclined torso from stage right to left. This section of the dance is
inspired by the fertilization stage and abstractly executes cellular consciousness. The
dancers are metaphorically sperm, wearing nude shorts or bikertards with long nude
16

fabric draping behind them. Large and robust powered fans blew from off-stage left
towards the dancers, who emerged from the stage right. The long draping fabric was like
the propelling tail of the sperm, metaphorically driving the dancers forward. This section
of the dance was an abstraction from my research. My goal was to have viewers feel like
witnesses on an abstract cellular level. I wanted to take viewers somewhere else or to a
place that potentially frees up how they think about the journey of how life begins.

Figure 1.4. Staging Sketch, January 28, 2022.

I used movement inspired by butoh25 aesthetics to show what emerges from
within the body. The slow walking section takes about ten minutes for all five dancers to
cross the stage. The slow pace of the dance represents many aspects of my research. This
section abstractly represents the beginning of life: when the sperm swims toward the
fertility location, which takes about 30-45 minutes to reach the egg. The sperm has a

25

Butoh: a form of dance or performance art of Japanese origin typically involving slow
movement and often white makeup.
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tremendously difficult journey to reach the egg. The power of the fans and the dancers
moving slowly against the wind shows the resistance, strength, endurance, and power that
sperm endure to reach the egg. To embody this exhausting journey, I told all the
performers to imagine that they were moving through a blizzard, sandstorm, or
windstorm. The first section of my work also represents the nine-month waiting game for
the baby to be born.
To further develop artistically the journey of fertilization and implantation, I
started constructing the costumes during the 2022 spring break. My prototype was made
from a 3-meter length veil, as seen in the photos below. The champagne-colored veil was
made of soft tulle. After much research for the most powerful fan for the most affordable
price, I decided to buy a large, 20-inch high-powered fan from Lowes to test with the
veil. Even though tulle is a lightweight fabric, the holes of the mesh fabric were so wide
that lifting the material via the fan became a challenge.

Figure 1.5. Costume Construction, March 25, 2022, Photograph.
Figure 1.6. Costume Construction, March 25, 2022, Photograph.
Figure 1.7. Utilitech 20-in 3-Speed Indoor Black Personal Fan, Lowe’s,
https://www.lowes.com/pd/Utilitech-20-in-3-Speed-Indoor-Air-Mover-Fan/4755301.

I then decided to construct the final product out of chiffon. After purchasing many
different brands and nude colors of chiffon, I found a select few that produced the result
that I envisioned. I then attached the fabric to a nude elastic waistband so that the dancers
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could get in and out of it effortlessly without having to remove their nude shorts or
bikertards. The material now flows in the way I envisioned. I also created rings out of the
elastic and connected them with clear thread to the draping fabric. This helped the fabric
to catch the wind and lift into the air while allowing for the performers to have their
hands free when walking across the stage.

Figure 1.8. Dress Rehearsal, June 8, 2022, Photograph.

To execute my artistic vision of the wind, I met with the Technical Director of
Hollins University’s theater department, Arne Johnson, to test some of their fans with my
fabric. Ironically, their smaller box fans worked better than their large industrial fans.
Overall, the fan that I bought from Lowes worked best, and we discovered that I would
need multiple fans spread across the stage right to distribute the wind equally to the
performers. Another option that we thought about was to create a tunnel or isle of fans
across the stage. This experiment with Arne allowed me to take the next step in my
process: to buy three more large fans from Lowes. Little did I know that I would
ultimately buy five more fans, resulting in a total of nine fans. For the performance, the
fans were placed in between each stage-left wing. On the next page, there is a diagram of
how the fans were stacked on top of each other for the final performance.
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Figure 1.9. Fan Placement, Diagram.

All the tiny and specific movements that cross the stage compound to stages of
movement development: the germinal and embryonic stages. Small movements and
habits do not just add up; they compound to create incredible results of development. I
think about how our physical bodies, actions, habits, and internal/external dialogues
constantly change over time. Sometimes we make this change intentionally or
unintentionally, but other times it is inevitable.
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Embryonic and Fetal Development
Saturday, April 9th, 2022, was the beginning of my fifth week of pregnancy.
Before week five, the baby was just a mass of cells. At this point of growth, the ball of
cells is called an embryo, which changes from a flat disk to a curved c-shaped form.26
Organs are beginning to form as well as a tube along the embryo’s midline of the body,
which will grow into the brain and spinal cord. The baby’s heart has started to beat as it
continues to grow. Simple structures form on the sides of the head, which will become
the eyes and ears as time goes on. So much growth and development has already
happened and will continue to progress fast, especially in the first trimester. If the baby
were to grow as fast as it did in the first trimester, the baby would weight 3,000 pounds at
birth.27 I wish I could produce at this rate within my movement practice. However, that
would probably be overwhelming, but can you imagine how much could get done and be
explored? Throughout my creative manifestation, I was interested in movement that gives
the feeling of a timelapse of a baby growing.
The first fetal movements begin at seven weeks—the fetus creates small sideways
movements of the head and trunk.28 The movements are tiny and short in duration. This
spontaneous movement is a quintessential property of neural tissue, which assists in
further developing the brain.29 At eight weeks, the fetus’s limbs begin to participate in the
movement, and touch receptors have developed in the face. I imagine the fetus curled up
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Myra Wick, Mayo Clinic Guide to a Healthy Pregnancy (Rochester, MN: Mayo Clinic, 2018),

97-98.
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Human: The World Within Birth, directed by Stephen David (PBS and Netflix, 2021), 16:0516:20, https://www.pbs.org/video/birth-g8zmxp/.
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Annemarie B Lüchinger et al., “Fetal Onset of General Movements,” Pediatric Research 63, no.
2 (2008): 191-195, https://doi.org/10.1203/pdr.0b013e31815ed03e.
29
Mijna Hadders-Algra and Kirsten R. Heineman, The Infant Motor Profile (London, United
Kingdom: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2021).
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inside my womb; there must not be much space to explore in this protected world.
However, during this time, the fetus develops its sense of touch through stimuli in the
womb. One example is feeling the amniotic fluid around them, which helps build their
entire nervous system, including their brain, spinal cord, and digestive system.30 Even
though fetal movements are typically not felt until around week 16, I am inspired by how
the fetus has its own dance within the womb.
I abstracted fetal movements into a group section where all of the dancers vibrate
and make minute movements with their heads and torsos while lying on the floor. I tried
replicating fetal movement onto multiple bodies to see how that changes the
environment. My goal for this section was to create a cellular-level image through fetal
movements, like how cells divide after conception. In the end, I decided to scrap the fast
vibrating group movement section due to the slow pace of the dance leading up to this
moment. This section felt too abrupt and unfitting, so I changed the quality of movement
to be more sequential. I also had the dancers sequentially come out of the body sock, like
pouring out a glass of water.

Figure 2.1. Rehearsal, April 27, 2022, Photograph.
30

Colleen de Bellefonds, “What a Baby Can Feel in Utero,” What to Expect (What to Expect,
November 1, 2021), https://www.whattoexpect.com/pregnancy/fetal-development/fetal-touch/.
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Around nine to ten weeks, fetal movements become more complex by
incorporating multiple joints and with variations over time.31 Soon after, other actions,
such as isolations of the arms and legs, begin. Other actions include startle, flexion,
stretches, rolling, periodic breathing movements, twisting, and sucking and swallowing.
All of these movements continue throughout pregnancy. Below is a graph of the
emergence of specific fetal movement patterns over time.32

Figure 2.2. Emergence of Specific Fetal Movement Patterns with Time, J. I. De Vries .
https://obgyn.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/cms/asset/db8c98a2-d4d4-4eb4-be46-7b9fe83296dc/mfig002.gif.

31

Mijna Hadders-Algra and Kirsten R. Heineman, The Infant Motor Profile (London, United
Kingdom: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2021).
32
J. I. De Vries and B. F. Fong, “Normal Fetal Motility: An Overview,” Ultrasound in Obstetrics
and Gynecology 27, no. 6 (2006): 701-711, https://doi.org/10.1002/uog.2740, 704.
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These fetal movement patterns inspired my dance as well as an improvisational
score for another section of my piece. Words from Body-Mind Centering also inspired
my movement: reaching, grasping, pulling, pushing, and crawling. I created a score with
these words to explore and embody the fundamental movement patterns within the womb
and the first year of an infant’s life.

Figure 2.3. Dress Rehearsal, June 8, 2022, Photograph.

I then manipulated my developed material on five dancers in a body sock that is
nude, sheer and has a four-way stretch. This section was also choreographed abstractly.
The five dancers could be seen as multiple fetuses within the womb, but I originally
intended to use multiple dancers for this section to abstractly show the cells dividing and
the fluids surrounding within the womb. To create this design and concept, I collaborated
with a costume designer, Brittani Fontana. This body sock had the capacity to fit multiple
people inside if I so desired to explore more moving bodies. Brittani also made a body
sock that fit only one person using the same fabric. Ultimately, I did not use the smaller
body sock for the final performance, but I did use it as movement inspiration.
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Figure 2.4. Rehearsal with Body Sock, April 27, 2022, Photograph.

Figure 2.5. Figure 2.4. Rehearsal with Body Sock, April 27, 2022, Photograph.
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Newborn/Infant
I have been researching the BrainDance, created by Anne Green Gilbert, to
further my research and exploration of neurologically beneficial movements and
exercises. A former Bill T. Jones dancer, Leah Cox, originally introduced me to the
BrainDance in 2011. The movements from the BrainDance incorporate crucial reflexes
for developing a healthy brain, and also for keeping the body and brain strong and
healthy throughout one’s lifetime. Below are the movement patterns Gilbert refers to
when discussing the BrainDance.
1. Breath
2. Tactile
3. Core- Distal
4. Head-Tail
5. Upper-Lower
6. Body Side
7. Eye-Tracking
8. Cross Lateral
9. Vestibular
I used the BrainDance movement sequence as an improvisational score—breath,
touch, core-distal, head-tail connection, upper and lower body halves, the right and left
side of the body, cross-lateral, and vestibular movements. In the final section of my
performance work, each dancer emerged out from the large body sock and moved into
this improvisational score. The improvisational score was also used within the body sock.
However, the movement outside of the body sock developed further movement patterns
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such as turning or jumping, representing how an infant furthers their movement
vocabulary once outside of the womb.
Cycling through the BrainDance can help restore and activate our sensory-motor
system. Researchers have noted that implementing the BrainDance technique in the
classroom enhances students’ learning abilities and improves social behavior.33 In a study
conducted in 2017 by Linda H. Chiang and Orlando Griego, “Enhance Learning through
the BrainDance Movements: An Empirical Study,” they examined how the BrainDance
movements affected sensory and cognitive development, learning behavior, and reading
fluency. Their study was conducted on forty second-grade children in two different
classrooms based in Southern California. Out of the forty students, twenty participated in
the BrainDance movements for five minutes per day over six weeks. The control group
did not participate in the BrainDance.
While this study produced no significant change in reading fluency, it did have
significant results showing that the BrainDance movements improved focus, sensorial
learning, and the ability to sit still. However, there were limitations in the sample size,
generalizability, and replicability results. The researchers recognized these limitations
and recommended a larger, more diverse sample size, concentrating on reducing negative
learning behaviors to improve reliability in future studies.
From 2019 to 2021, another study combined movements from the BrainDance
with Minang dance basic movements on fifteen students aged 5-6 years in a school

33

Linda H. Chiang and Orlando Griego, “Enhance Learning through BrainDance Movements: An
Empirical Study,” International Journal of Educational Methodology 3, no. 1 (2017): 17-23,
https://doi.org/10.12973/ijem.3.1.17.
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located in Bukittinggi City, Indonesia.34 This study examined the development and
growth that appeared in children after participating in the BrainDance activities. The
findings showed that the students increased their motor skills, creativity, and coordination
between their brain, movement, and feelings.
The BrainDance also increases blood and oxygen flow to the respiratory system
and the brain. Since oxygen and blood feed the brain, deep breathing and aerobic exercise
are necessary for effective brain functioning. Oxygenation reduces stress, as well as
enhances flow and ease in all movements. Concentration is also improved by adequate
blood and oxygen flow to the brain. Overall, the benefits of the BrainDance include
neurological repatterning and improved body connectivity and alignment.
Through my research, I discovered that many of the fundamental movement
patterns of infants also occur within the womb. For example, a fetus bends its arms and
legs within the womb, mimicking how an infant crawls. The following two photos are
screenshots of a video from my 13th week of pregnancy ultrasound. From these photos,
you can see how the legs start to go from a straight position to a bent position. Although
it is difficult to see in the second photo, the baby is also bending its left arm with its left
leg. They repeated this motion of bending and stretching in the video, just like an infant
would crawl. Even though the baby is not necessarily traveling anywhere in the womb,
the baby is practicing its motor skills for crawling.

34

Elindra Yetti and Erie Siti Syarah, “Braindance Activities Based on Minang Dance Basic
Movements in Children Ages 5-6 Years Old,” Harmonia: Journal of Arts Research and Education 21, no.
2 (January 2021): 330-339, https://doi.org/10.15294/harmonia.v21i2.32046.
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Figure 2.6. Ultrasound, June 6, 2022, Video.

Figure 2.7. Ultrasound, June 6, 2022, Video.
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As I noticed more and more similarities in movements within and outside of the
womb, I decided to make a detailed chart. In the chart below, I compare the fundamental
movement patterns of a fetus and an infant in conjunction with the BrainDance.
BrainDance

Embryo / Fetus

Infant’s 1st Year of Life

After 5-6 weeks: the umbilical
cord delivers oxygen to the
fetus from each breath their
mother takes.
Week 9+: hiccups
Week 10+: breathing
movements
Week 11+: yawning

After birth, babies breathe through their nose, which initiates dendritic
branching from brain cells.35

Week 8: Touch is the first
sense that forms

Tactile stimulation begins with the first touch of skin on skin. Bonding is
developed through close contact with loving caregivers. The sensory-motor
system is developed as baby explores a variety of objects and textures.

Core-distal

Week 10+: stretching

1st 2 months: reach into space to connect with their environment (extension) and
curl back into the womb position (flexion).

Head-Tail
Connection

Week 7-8: sideways bending
Week 9+: suck and swallow
Week 10+: hand-face contact,
jaw opening, head rotation and
anteflexion

2 months: has better head control and will lift and turn the head in both
directions continuing the head-tail pattern begun in the womb.

Upper
& Lower
Body Halves

Week 9+: arm isolations
Week 10+: leg isolations

4 months: pushes with the arms and hands and then with feet and knees when
lying on tummy. Near and far vision is also developed.

Breath

Touch/Tactile

7-9 months: pushes up onto hands and knees and repeats the upper-lower pushpull pattern. Baby then creeps on hands and knees in a body side pattern before
creeping on hands and knees in a cross lateral pattern.
Right
& Left
Side of the Body

Week 9+: arm isolations
Week 10+: leg isolations

5-7 months: reaches with one side of the body, moving the left half of the body
as one unit and then the right half. After integrating the body-side belly crawl, the
baby will move in a cross lateral belly crawl.

Eye Tracking

Week 14+: eye movement

Horizontal eye tracking: develops during crawls on belly.
Vertical eye tracking: triggered by creeping on hands and knees.
The convergence of horizontal and vertical eye tracking is essential for reading.

Cross-Lateral
Movements

Writhing: twisting

One year onward: appear in walking, running, and eventually skipping.

Vestibular

Squirming, rolling

This system continues through the 1st 15 months of life as baby is rocked, held
in different positions, and independently rolls, creeps, and sits up.

Vestibular system begins
developing in utero, stimulated
by the parent’s movement.

The vestibular system analyzes movements through the whole body, helps us
know where we are in space, and links up to all forms of sensory information.
This very important system is used when we read, hear, speak, touch, balance,
and move.
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2020, https://www.creativedance.org/brain-dance/.
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I then created and used the chart for a movement score. Originally, I tried doing
these actions in order and as stated. However, this practice felt stale and too literal. To
develop and vary my material, I combined multiple actions with different body parts. I
then explored these movement patterns with the dancers, pulling in choreographic
elements like unison and succession, theme and variation, repetition for emphasis,
stillness, dynamic change, and more. Ultimately, unison was scarcely used since
everyone develops on their own time and in their own unique way.
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Bodily Containers
While creating the second movement section where there are multiple dancers in a
body sock, I began thinking about how our bodies are containers and what that literally,
emotionally, and ancestrally entails. Below is a poem that I wrote, exploring the
multiplicity of the human body as a container.
Our bodies are containers
In essence, we are what our bodies hold
We store our brain and our heart
physically and abstractly within our bodies
We trust that our heart will keep beating
and our veins will keep pumping the blood
Bodily fluids
Exchanges of promises
Developing body
Producing new life
Life starts from the womb, a container
What makes us who we are is what our bodies hold
More moodiness
More nausea
More cramping
More fatigue
More commitment
Are you ready for that?
Or, are you ready to abort?
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Don’t you love having a shape?
Flesh framing the breath
Sounds shaping on bones
We do not take up that much room, do we?
Fleshy, small containers
Self-contained
We love it that way
Contents?
Well, contents unknown, for the most part
Fluids
Gasses
Tissues
Organs
Axons
Dendrites
Excretions
Secretions
Depletions
Hemoglobin
and the flesh
Yet we want to be seen
In 30 years, you’ll roughly have the same lines
part of the rich legacy I hope to leave behind
No, this is not a fairy tale
Snippets of mere memory
RNA
DNA

Ancestry
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Some performance artists use their sexual anatomy as part of their dancing body
while completely dissociating their sex organs from any reproductive function. One
feminist performance artist who employs a radical methodology through her art is
Narcissister. Through her choreography, she incorporates her uterus by utilizing it as a
container for props that she pulls from her vagina while dancing. In so doing, she places
her work in dialogue with female avant-gardists from the 1960s and 1970s, such as
Carolee Schneeman, who pulled paper pieces from her vagina for her 1975 work Interior
Scroll.36 Below is Schneeman’s conceptual framing of the female body as a container.

I thought of the vagina in many ways – physically, conceptually: as
a sculptural form, an architectural referent, the source of sacred knowledge,
ecstasy, birth passage, transformation. I saw the vagina as a translucent chamber
of which the serpent was an outward model: enlivened by its passage from the
visible to the invisible, a spiraled coil ringed with the shape of desire and
generative mysteries, attributes of both female and male sexual powers. This
source of ‘interior knowledge’ would be symbolized as the primary index
unifying spirit and flesh ... the source of conceptualizing, of interacting with
materials, of imagining the world and composing its images.37

Contrary to Schneemann, Narcissister frames her interior space neither as her
womb nor as a representation of herself; it is simply a storage area. Although my work is
not as explicit, I do explore the womb as a container, the unseen happenings inside, and
ancestry through my creative manifestation. These artists inspire me because they
strategically focused on the complexities of the female body through its passageways and
openings to explore the messy nature inherent in traditional feminine concepts.

36
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I was inspired by Narcissister’s hybrid documentary and film, Narcissister’s
Organ Player. Narcissister wears a mask that resembles a physical mannequin-like
Barbie. However, her actions are not doll-like. Narcissister is typically clothed in heavy
makeup, blonde hair, sexy lingerie, and pearls carefully selected to “recontextualize
images typically associated with the objectifying gaze...” through messy organization and
performance.38 It is easy to imagine that her use of heavy costumes and makeup with a
mask on is meant to disconnect herself from the audacity of her performances. Both the
mask and her performance actions seem to have a life of their own. In my performance
work, I used fabric to encompass the body in hopes to create a life of its own in addition
to the dancers. Although I did not construct my work to recontextualize the objectifying
gaze, I used images associated with societal standards of developmental movement
patterns within and outside of the womb. Narcissister and I both use the female body to
express how society has created and developed notions around the female body.
Although my thesis performance is not as provocative as Narcissister’s work, we
both explore how the human body is a container to better understand ourselves and our
personal history. Narcissister’s Organ Player explores her ancestry through the human
body and how that information has influenced her life and character.39 Narcissister has a
liberated and open mind that I admire. She is also not afraid to be vulnerable to viewers.
As she deconstructs her body and her relationship with her mother through her art, she
exposes society’s oppressive image and culture of women in an unapologetic manner. In
her performances, she acknowledges the role of women, through herself, in creating an
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image that is detrimental to the progress and status of her gender and racial identity.
Narcissister and I both use our bodies as a means of inquiry through art.
In a few different scenes throughout Narcissister’s documentary, she ends up
consuming herself by entering and traveling through her body which is represented in a
massive doll on stage. Eventually, she travels through her intestines and exits her body by
pooping herself out. These scenes represent her ancestry research through her internal
origins of the body. I also explored the internal body and what it must have been like to
travel as a fertilized egg from the fallopian tube to the uterus. Our bodies and movement
hold cultural knowledge, whether we are conscious about it or not; our ancestors live on
within us through our DNA, spirit, rituals, and cultural practices. By exploring our
internal bodies, we are able to learn much more about who we are.
In Narcissister Organ Player, Narcissister takes her family history and
preconceived notions, manifests them in her art, and then literally and metaphorically
pulls them out of her vagina. While on the stage, she is mischievously daring with a
feminine mystique. She is also not afraid to use her female anatomy to wow and
discomfort the audience on multiple levels. Through her transgressive art, she radically
uses her body to emphasize topics of sex, race, class, and religion. I will never forget
Narcissister’s work, and I will always admire her audacity to use her body as a means of
art in a radical way.
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Body Politics
Typically, dancers are constantly negotiating their bodies by striving to control
them through such forms as repetition, reliability of performance, and predictability.
However, not all bodies are the same. Nor are the fundamental movement patterns “one
size fits all.” Parts of my choreography are improvised to represent how fundamental
movement patterns develop in the present moment and in their own way. Although to
manifest and perform this work, I had to create some form of structure and movement
vocabulary, which was inspired by the BrainDance and Body-Mind Centering.
Because the development of movement patterns varies from person to person, my
thesis does not represent how every pregnancy or child develops. Throughout pregnancy,
there are also several disruptions, changes, and challenges such as morning sickness,
change of diet, expansion of the body, poverty, abuse, trauma, lack of access to care and
food, and historical marginalization. I also believe pregnancy can be considered a
temporary disability. I have questioned my research and what dance aesthetics I promote
through dance. How can I be more inclusive with all types of bodies within my creative
work? Is my work inclusive of disabled bodies? What is a disabled body?
Even though federal laws and mandates allow for the inclusion of disabled
persons to have an equal footing for jobs, careers, motion, and other vital parts of life,
these laws are limited by the model used. According to the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA), a person with a disability is “a person who has a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, a person who has a
history or record of such an impairment, or a person who is perceived by others as having
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such an impairment.”40 However, the Americans with Disabilities Act does not list all
impairments. Who gets to claim disability?
In general, there are two models of disability: the medical model and the social
model. The medical model of disability considers all disabilities as requiring treatment
and/or cure. The social model of disability argues that not every disability is an
impairment. Or in some cases, disability is not only an impairment. To take this one step
further: Impairment is a physical condition, and in the social model, disability is the
restrictions created within and by contemporary social organization, the results of which
exclude and stigmatize or otherwise disadvantage people with impairments.
Critics of the medical model point out that society has only ever organized itself
for those with no disabilities. Therefore, that dominant majority has had no opportunity to
form any concepts or models from the perspective of those who are disabled. Moreover,
there are incredibly high barriers and ever-increasing restrictive requirements to access
modern science’s capabilities. This means there is an almost complete lack of scientists
who are disabled persons – meaning that science, much like our overall society, has only
known how to operate from an ableist perspective. In addition, ablism fundamentally
forms white Western cultural beliefs about what is abnormal or normal, unworthy or
worthy, and partial or whole.
Fundamentally, the discrimination embodied as ableism has been a recurring issue
in the history of modern dance. Bailey Anderson explores the concerns on dance and
disability in his 2020 article, “Overcoming and Denial: Disability and Modern Dance in
the United States,” which questions how disability is perceived and generated within the
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dance industry. In this article, Anderson emphasizes that dance promotes hyper-abled
bodies, which trivializes the notions of disability, illness, aging, or injuries. As Anderson
discusses, disability is intertwined with dance and dance should not be used to fuel
ableism.41 When everyone in the dance industry accepts that disability is a fundamental
part of dance in ways that manifests itself through aging, injury, or illness, it will alleviate
the pressure on dancers to train and perform at an unachievable standard. Perfection is
impossible.
Dance remains an art that should foster unity between people despite their
differences. Dancers’ self-esteem, body image, and perception of self-worth shape their
lives and careers. Dancers should be protected from vices threatening their ability to
dance and perform, regardless of their challenges in the dance industry and society. I
want my work to be accessible and inclusive to all types of bodies. After all, my work is
about the fundamental movement patterns that everyone navigates through in their own
unique way.
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The Nude Body
Art is a vital part of society and culture that uses the human body as a tool. The
word “body” is defined as an organism, a person’s physical structure, or a group of
organized people. However, the term “body” has varying relative definitions that depend
on the viewer and the context of their subject. Ultimately, the viewer has control over the
artwork’s meaning.
The performative body can be used as an instrument to create meaning from the
artist’s intention. The skillsets of a performer are essential. If the performer does not
acquire the skills, they will not display the artist’s message. However, I believe the
viewer’s perspective of the performer is more vital to the meaning of the performance.
Even the best dancer or choreographer has no control over how the viewer reacts and
interprets the work.
In contemporary European art, naked bodies are more common. Nakedness can
remind the viewer of the folly of vanity – the ultimate silliness of worrying over
paunches, sags, wrinkles, and imperfections. There is nothing to be ashamed of. We are
all naked under our clothes, and our clothes cannot hide our inherent weakness as
animals. The presence of the bare body “in contemporary European avant-garde dance
complicates what has been, until recently, unproblematically called ‘dance.’”42 As John
Berger states, “To be naked is to be oneself. To be nude is to be seen naked by others and
yet not recognized for oneself.”43 Ultimately, whether a human body is seen as naked, or
nude depends on the viewer’s point of view.
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My choreography expresses the human body as natural, nude, and represented
abstractly on a biological level. The male performers in my thesis wore nude shorts,
while the females wore nude bikertards. Ideally, the performers would perform nude
without any articles of clothing on. However, this would pose more challenges to find
dancers who would commit to performing nude. I would also have to receive special
permission to present work with nudity. Overall, my work is about the natural body and
how humans develop movement patterns in the early stages of life.
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Reflection
“The secret of getting results that last is to never stop making improvements. It’s
remarkable what you can build if you just don’t stop. ... Small habits don’t add up. They
compound. That’s the power of atomic habits. Tiny changes. Remarkable results.”44
- James Clear

It is easy to put pressure on ourselves to produce some remarkable work or to
accomplish an important goal within a short amount of time. I have realized that massive
actions do not always create enormous success. One small short-term example is writing
an essay in one sitting versus writing it in multiple spurts. Taking smaller steps over time
seems to produce better and more developed results. Although, it is easy for me to
underestimate how creating daily subtle improvements/practices can result in more
meaningful and astounding work. I will always have to strive for diligence and patience,
which are essential for long-term improvement via small increments.
Small movements compound throughout our development of life. However, when
does life begin? Does life begin within the womb or when a baby is born? Or does life
begin before a sperm fertilizes an egg? Does life begin with a thought? Performancewise, when does the show begin? When did my show start? These are all questions that I
generated for the title of my thesis performance: beginnINgs. From movements to
textures, temperatures, limited space, and lighting, I tried to imagine the experience of
being in the womb. Moreover, I thought about what a baby hears inside the womb. I
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wanted audience members to feel like they were entering the womb when they entered
the theater through the skin-tone-colored curtains.
If I were to recreate beginnINgs, I would want to work and collaborate with a
more diverse group of performers that vary in age, race, and body types. After all, we all
develop differently and at our own pace. In addition, I would love to incorporate different
color variations into the fabric to give the work more of like a diverse feel. I can also see
beginnINgs being part of a series of works that teaches science through the arts. I would
love to continue this work and perhaps start doing lecture-demonstration performances. I
have learned that all ways of making art are valid, just as all ways of forming
developmental movement patterns are valid. There is no one “right way.” What a shame
it would be if everyone developed and created art similarly. Overall, working on this
thesis has heightened my values of community, trust, grace, negotiation, tenderness,
respect, patience, and human connection.
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